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Join a purpose driven digital healthcare team making products that help thousands of

people.Work alongside other product, UX and Design specialists.Remote first environment,

working 9 day fortnight and more great benefits.We’re looking for a UX Designer to join a

digital healthcare company helping people live more independent and fulfilling lives. You’ll

be creating products and tools that enable one to one and digital support for people.What

you’ll be doingThis is a great role that brings with it the opportunity to work on interesting

impactful technology. The product is currently used by thousands of people across the UK

and offers support to people with a wide variety of needs be it anxiety, ADHD, Autism or

other neurodivergence.You’ll be sat in a cross functional agile team, collaborating closely with

seasoned Product Managers, Business Analysts, Product Designers, Engineers and

Testers.In this role you’ll take ownership of the design and delivery process, working from

prototyping through user testing and handing over to developers. You’ll work closely with the

Lead Designer and Product manager, supporting on discovery work from time to time too.What

experience you’ll needPrevious experience designing digital products for mobile.A portfolio

showcasing your UX design experience and relevant projects.Be comfortable taking

ownership of design projects within a cross functional team.Able to create wireframes,

prototypes and polished UI visuals.A good understanding of accessibility and usability

standards (WCAG 2.1).Previous experience of working in an agile environment.Any previous

experience of working with neurodiverse users beneficial but not required.What you’ll get

in returnA remote first environment, with a few key meet-ups throughout the year to spend

time with the team, a 9 day working fortnight (paid full time), a purpose driven
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organisation with supportive team and shared values, 25 days holiday (+ bank holidays) and

more.What’s nextPlease apply with an up-to-date CV and any supporting work. However

if you haven’t got your portfolio together just yet don’t let that stop you applying, please apply

with the CV and let us know you’re still pulling your work together.
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